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Foreword 

‘ReSolWe’ was the theme for ‘Neev 2022’- the Foundation Fortnight at WeSchool, 
Bengaluru Campus. The new batch of students were welcomed to WeSchool 
family with an understanding of the VUCA world and their responsibility in resolv-
ing the challenges that it offers. Shri S. K. Jain, the Chairman of S.P. Mandali 
Trust encouraged the students to inculcate entrepreneurial abilities. They should 
skill themselves as ‘placement givers’ and not seekers. They should develop the 
ability of resolving the challenges and must unleash the potential of the Indian 
soil that has given renowned leaders to the world !

This issue also briefs about various roundtables and club activities organized by 
the students and offers a glimpse of institute’s, students’ and faculty members’ 
achievements and recognition.

The students celebrated the International Womens’ Day, Independence Day etc. 
in the campus.

Happy Reading!!

Signing off till we meet again with the next Issue 
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“We focus on two things when hiring. First, find the best people you 
can in the world. And second, let them do their work. Just get out of 

their way.”
                                               - Matt Mullenweg

Prof. Dr. UDAY SALUNKHE
GROUP DIRECTOR, WeSchool

The world was Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous (VUCA) before the Pandemic. Now, in addition 
to the aforesaid, it is also 'Brittle', 'Anxious', 'Nonlinear' and 'Incomprehensible' (BANI). The Pandemic has 
proved that we as individuals or an organization often suffer from an illusion of strength. The world outside 
functions in a non-linear manner and unpredictable. In such a scenario, it is important to be “the best of the 
best” for a successful academic and professional career. Innovation and agility have become the basic 
minimum to remain relevant in a rapidly changing society. 

WeSchool provides a wholesome approach to education through the state of art facilities such as innova-
tion lab, learning resource centre, and a transformative and intensive curriculum. The basic principle of 
learning here is to be aware of the changing industry needs and equip the students with right conceptual 
knowledge and application tools in order to shape them as responsible citizens.  I believe the learning 
expedition at WeSchool will help students transform as ardent learners in life with the right mix of agility, 
innovation and leadership quality. 

I welcome the students of the new batch 2022-24 to our WeSchool family.

Best wishes

Prof. Dr. Uday Salunkhe
Group Director, WeSchool

   “Success today requires the agility and drive to constantly rethink, 
reinvigorate, react, and reinvent.”  

                                                  - Bill Gates

Prof. Dr. MADHAVI LOKHANDE
Director in Charge, WeSchool, Bengaluru Campus

It is widely accepted that success is a combination of hard work and opportunity. Many of us ideate and 
come up with some brilliant ideas, and it takes persistence and commitment for the ideation to be converted 
to a protype and a business plan. This requires us to be agile, innovative, creative apart from being focussed 
on technology and the solution. The pandemic and the world after covid got us to be accustomed to the 
“new normal” way of life where we need to consistently re-think, re-invent and re-adjust ourselves to the 
changing environment outside.  

“We is the new I” is our core value that emphasises on collaboration and teamwork. We encourage our 
students to be innovative and agile and support their participation in various international and national 
competitions/programs under the guidance of faculty mentors. 

Prameya- the campus magazine is a students’ initiative supported by faculty members that captures the 
details of our events, activities conducted, latest trend in the external environment as well as applauds the 
achievement of the institution along with the students and faculty members. 

I welcome all to read our Prameya issue 21.

Best wishes

Prof. Dr. Madhavi Lokhande, 
Director in Charge, WeSchool Bengaluru Campus



Institutional Achievement
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Achievements and Recognition

WeSchool was the Runner-up in “Best Innovative Practices & Institutions in 
Academia” category for its Management Development Centre initiative at 

NHRDN HR Showcase held on 19-20 November, 2021.

Ranked 10th in South Zone

Ranked 4th in Bengaluru

Ranked 14th in South Zone, 52nd overall nationally

4th in South Zone, 18th overall, nationally (in A++ Category)

NHRDN HR Showcase Flyer (s) WeSchool Award at NHRDN HR Showcase



Theme Article-Neev 2022

‘ReSolWe’ was the theme for ‘Neev 2022’- the Foundation Fortnight at WeSchool, Bengaluru Campus was to welcome 
the new batch of students with an understanding of the VUCA world and their responsibility in resolving the 
challenges that it offers.

ReSolWe – NEEV 2022

Neev 2022 started with zeal and enthusiasm on 2nd August 2022, with light-
ing of the lamp ceremony in the esteemed presence of  Adv. Shri S. K. Jain, 
Chairman, Managing Council, S. P. Mandali Trust, Adv. Shri Mihir Prabhude-
sai, Managing Council, S. P. Mandali Trust, Shri Shreerang Kulkarni, Managing 
Council, S. P. Mandali Trust, Prof. Dr. Uday Salunkhe, Group Director, 
WeSchool, Dr. Anil Rao Paila, Sr. Dean and Director, WeSchool Bengaluru and 
Dr. Madhavi Lokhande, Dean, WeSchool Bengaluru.

NEEV 2022 - Lighting of the Lamp Ceremony
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

The session started with welcome note from Dr. Anil Rao Paila who spoke about WeSchool values. Next speaker Shri 
Mihir Prabhudesai shared the rich history of the S. P. Mandali Trust and its contribution in education considering also 
the social aspect in it. He encouraged the new batch stating that they are going to experience an exciting time ahead 
in this new era of social media and other such technology induced changes in the society.

Shri Shreerang Kulkarni stated that management is a part and parcel of our day to day life and the biggest strength 
to establish a effective managerial system is “Network”; ‘Network is the Networth’.   

Prof. Dr. Uday Salunkhe congratulated the new batch on being included in the WeSchool  family and made them 
aware of the core values of WeSchool in details. He said that WeSchool not only aim for best practices, but also stay 
ahead of others in adopting to next practices. He encouraged students to take ‘initiatives’ in life. Initiative, as he 
explained, is the bias for action to avert problems and create future opportunities. Taking initiatives builds self – 
confidence. The students must be fit – physically, mentally and spiritually to embark on the SOS system. SOS is self 
– organization – society. Their actions as future leaders need to be transformational, not transactional. They  should 
be able to envision their future keeping in mind that “We is the new I”. They need to understand that “vision with 
action will change the world”.

NEEV 2022 - Lighting of the Lamp Ceremony

Prof. Dr. Uday Salunkhe and Dr. Anil Rao Paila Felicitating Trustees

L-R: Dr. Anil Rao Paila, Adv. Shri Mihir 
Prabhudesai, Prof. Dr. Uday Salunkhe, 
Adv. Shri S. K. Jain and Shri Shreerang 
Kulkarni on Dias

Dr. Madhavi Lokhande concluded the 
session with vote of thanks and 
encouraged the students to enthusias-
tically participate in their next two 
years of learning with passion, hard-
work and a keen interest to become 
successful. She explained the theme 
of NEEV 2022 – ReSolWe and inspired 
the students to become the future 
“change makers”.     
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

LEADERSHIP TALK SERIES

Mr. Panigrahi started his session with explaining 
students about what NASSCOM stands for. As an 
autonomous organization under Government of India, 
NASSCOM promotes innovation and supports the start-
up eco system. After introducing NASSCOM to the 
students he spoke about industrial revolution in brief. 
While industrial revolution started in 18th century with 
mass production, it passed through several stages. The 
next stage of growth was in 19th century with mass 
production for the global market (2.0). Advent of comput-
ers set the stage for industry 3.0 in 20th century and now 
it is time for industry 4.0 with Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Internet of Things (IoT). It is now the time for “intelli-
gent production”.

Mr. Panigrahi then explained the students how AI works and which are the major technological area in focus for indus-
try 4.0. IoT, cloud computing, and 3D printing are some of the game changers for industry 4.0. As per the changing 
needs of industry students should also learn new skillset to be competent.

In most of the days, NEEV 2022 opened with Leadership talk series with industry experts.   

Mr. Kilimas started his session by posing an interesting 
question to the students, that is, whether project 
management is science or arts? Students shared their 
views and the conclusion was that Project management 
involves both science and arts. While vision, leadership, 
motivation, problem solving and managing expectations 
forms the arts part of it; planning, organizing, tracking, 
controlling and reporting are under science. He then 
explained in details “what is a project?” and what are the 
similarities and differences between a project and a 
process? The session was interactive as students asked 
various questions to clarify their understanding of 
project, process, program and portfolio.

Mr. Dinesh Kumar Panigrahi – Regional Lead, 
NASSCOM, during his Session

Project Management – Mr. Ashok Raj Kilimas 
from SHELL
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

Ms. Shruthi spoke on the importance of spotting the 
trend, believing in oneself and following the trend without 
any apprehension. She introduced the “first follower 
principle”. The insights were from the session were - be a 
T- Shape leader, never fear failure : It is okay to fail, but 
jump back, build relationships : build relationships and 
network is what will take you where you need to reach 
and become multi potentialite : do more than one thing. 
Observe more and do more. Learn new things. Aim to 
stand out.

The session on ‘Financial wellness’ was delivered by Mr Karthik C S and his team from Bullsmart. The speaker first 
understood the expectations of the students and covered the topics accordingly. Setting financial goals is not just 
enough because inflation eats away the purchasing power of money. Therefore, investing the money would help. He 
also highlighted some of the investment options available such as stocks, mutual funds, provident funds, term depos-
its, bonds and debentures, government securities etc. The 4 asset classes that are available for investing are: Fixed 
income, Equity, Commodity and Real estate. Money decisions should be logical, not emotional and each option would 
have its own pros and cons. He then discussed about all of them in detail and guided students how they can build their 
portfolio.

The session started with an introduction to cyber crime 
and various examples of how smart devices are hacked. 
Mr. Verughese then discussed in details about the 
regulations to prevent cyber crime. The topic he covered 
were - AI as a weapon against cyber crimes, regulations 
for prevention of cyber crime, need for regular backup of 
data, cyber security and  trust issues etc.

‘Financial wellness’ by Mr Karthik C S from Bullsmart Team from Bullsmart during Their Session

CodeBlue-unmasking cyber warfare and future crimes, 
challenges and opportunities by Mr. Philip Verughese, 
Global Head – Applied Intelligence Platforms, Engg & 

Architecture for DXC Security, DXE Technology

Own your game - Shruthi Bopaiah, Global Head - 
Marketing & Communications & Culture, 

Bridgeweave Ltd.
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

Dr. Anil Rao Paila introduced the HR professionals/panel 
members Smitha Saha, Prakruthi Shetty and Anjana K R. 
Dr. Anil Rao paila posed questions to the panel members 
as to what they cherish in their journey as HR. Smitha 
Saha mentioned that the difference that she can bring 
into the field is something that she cherishes. Ms 
Anjana’s ‘wow moment’ was during the pandemic to find 
adversity. Resilience which people showed to handle 
adversity was a great achievement according to her. She 
also advised students to create the wow moment that 
adds value to the organisation. Prakurthi’s ‘wow moment’ 
was completing 20 years in the field of HR. She spoke 

about her life journey and how HR as a domain impressed her and kept her energetic throughout her journey. She 
advised students to unlock their possibilities and what best they can give it to others. 

The panel mentioned that HR is not only important for those who take up HR as a career but it is a broader function and 
is applicable to every one of us.

During NEEV 2022, students were enriched with industry whereabouts through various panel discussions by the indus-
try experts.

PANEL DISCUSSION

HR 

The panel members were: Ms Ranjana Nair, CEO and 
Co-founder of Ray Lot solutions, Mr. Naveen Shetty, CEO 
and Co-founder of Noble wealth technologies, Mr. Prem 
Chand, CEO and Co-founder of Grohood.

The session was moderated by Dr. Anita Pillai, 
WeSchool faculty member. The panel was first asked to 
discuss about how to generate an idea for a start-up.

Ms. Ranjana Nair spoke about how her venture took up the idea of sensor technology in health care. The unique 
element in her technology was measuring the breath rate, which was not very successful. The innovation was more 
useful for small babies, so they had to shift their target audience. From idea stage to a sustainable idea it takes 6 
months to 1 year to understand the idea and come up with a venture. 

Mr. Naveen Shetty gave the example of TATA’s and explained how their strategies are arrived at from a simple idea. 
Being passionate about what we are doing is the only thing that drives towards success. He also spoke about his 
company and shared his experience of converting an idea into venture. 

Mr. Prem Chand also shared his experience about how he got an opportunity to attend a design thinking workshop that 
gave him an insight to arrive at a proper idea. He had 3 ideas initially, which was later narrowed down to 1. According 
to him, only the idea that has feasibility, viability and desirability will succeed. 

The panel also opined that it is not always a problem that should drive an idea but innovation drives the idea. 

Emerging Tech 

Panelists and WeSchool Faculty Members with 
Dr. Anil Rao Paila

Emerging Tech Panelists on Dias
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

The panel consisted of Mr. Mohan Kumar Practice Head 
for Wipro Limited, Ms. Jayashree Kar, Technology Leader 
Founder & Director DigitAge Technologies and Mr. 
Mahesh Narayan, Analytics and AI Senior Manager-
Accenture and Prof. Sridhar TS as moderator.

During this interactive and fecund discussion, the topic 
of data science was discussed in depth. As Professor 
Sridhar explained to the students the significance of data 
and data science, he set the context for the panel discus-
sion.

The panel highlighted the importance of data, evolution of data science and its application in the current business 
environment across a wide range of sectors. 

Additionally, the panel presented a number of sample user cases across a variety of business sectors. For any 
business sector, data analytics should focus on customers and their usage patterns. According to him, most data 
recommendations are based on artificial intelligence. Ms. Jayasree provided an overview of the tools used for data 
analytics including Python and R.
 
The role of Data Security in the Analytics Business as well as the types of Security Analytics and use cases were 
briefed by Mr.Mahesh. The speaker pointed out the security issues by explaining how Google Maps stores the 
locations visited previously. Additionally, he introduced the concept of data twin, data poisoning. He also pointed out 
that, safety begins with individual and urged the audience to know their rights as far as data privacy is concerned. Ms. 
Jayasree explained how AI / ML and Programming languages helps Data Analytics in Business.

In addition, the panel emphasized the need for strong laws and systems in order to prevent data breaches. The panel 
discussion was well received by the students, and they enthusiastically participated in it.

Mr. Vaidyanathan posed a question to students about who is the richest man in the world?  and check if the same 
person working on sustainability. He took the example of Uber to narrate how sustainability has been embedded with 
their organisation. 

Mr. Ramanathan spoke about the journey of his company and the opportunities that they could tap by embracing 
sustainability in recycling. Moving from the tag of scrap dealer to e-waste manager was a difficult task. Recycling is 
not an issue in India, but the problem is how old is the thing to be recycled. First, we need to think about ‘sustain’ and 
then ‘sustainable’ and then only we arrive at ‘sustainability’. Sustainability as a business is something which is trending. 
Ms. Shubha gave a product to the student volunteers to market the same to the audience. She also explained that 
sustainability is the core of Elcita’s functionality. As a part of the activity, she spoke about how the packaging of 
products containing plastic can be harmful to the environment. Being conscious about the environment during our acts 
in the day is good to go on the path of sustainability. Ms. Shubha also highlighted that Elcita is working towards Net 
zero. Ms. Pallavi spoke about Integrated water management an initiative of Elcita. Integrated water management 
covers 3 areas such as groundwater, fresh water and sewage water. She explained how Elcita has been taking steps 
towards achieving the same. 

The session was moderated by Dr Dakshina Murthy and 
the panel members were Mr. Ramanathan, CEO, 4R 
Recycling pvt Ltd. , Mr. A Vaidyanathan, CEO, PAQS, Ms. 
Shubha and Ms. Pallavi, Elcita (Sustainability 
initiatives). 

The session started with Dr. Dakshina Murthy defining 
the term Sustainability in the words of Mahatma 
Gandhi. Meeting the needs of the present generation 
without compromising for the future is sustainability. 
Sustainability is also about how to preserve resources 
and also to bring in the balance between economy and 
the environment.  

Sustainability

Unleashing the Power of Data 
Analytics in Business

Panelists on Dias for the Session Unleashing the 
Power of Data Analytics in Business

Panel discussion on sustainability
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

The panel discussion stated with Prof. Sridhar explaining 
the premise of the need of digitization of data and origin 
of data centers. The discussion then moved towards 
“Digital Business Transformation as Force Multiplier”. 
Then he asked the panel members “What are the benefits 
of cloud”?
 
To answer his question, Mr. Vasudevan explained the 
concepts of intranet, internet, formation of data centers 
and why businesses started adopting to cloud. Cloud 
enables Faster, Cheaper and Better access to the 
customer. 

Mr. Rajat explained how cloud facilitates storing and retrieving data from anywhere, anytime. 

Mr. Ajith shared the story of how Amazon Web Services (AWS) came into existence and how cloud computing became 
the order of the day for a business during the last decade. Besides AWS, Oracle, Alibaba, Snowflake are some of the 
other popular could service providers. 

The panelists concluded the session by explaining students different types of cloud service arrangements accessed 
by the business organizations such as – public, private, hybrid, poly cloud and multi cloud. 

RE-SOURCE

Unleashing the Power of Cloud

Those who can not manage themselves, would not be able to manage any company or situation either. Keeping this in 
mind, NEEV 2022 had different sessions on self - development. 
 
Personality Development- Ms Gayatri Tribhuvan 

Ms Gayathri discussed Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs such as Physiological, safety, esteem, cognitive, aesthetic and 
self-actualisation needs. Self-actualisation need is the thing which pushes someone towards personality develop-
ment. 

“Minimize Stress and Accomplish More” by Prof. Sheela Krishna

Prof. Krishna started her session by explaining “what is stress?”. Stress is a perceived demand or threat (stressor) to 
our mind, body, spirit/value system, or emotions and its associated reactions in these same systems. Then she made 
students aware of the difference between a reaction and a response. She discussed with students about topics like 
what stresses them the most, how does that affect them and are they able to manage the stress. 

L-R: Ms. Gayatri Tribhuvan, Prof. Sheela Krishna, Mr. Gnanmurthy

Panelists: Mr. V Vasudevan, Mr. Rajesh Bhatt and 
Mr. Ajith Narayanan with Moderator Prof. Sridhar 
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

“A Few Lessons in Business Innovation” by Prof. Mohan Chandra

Prof. Mohan Chandra shared his experiences as Business Innovation practitioner with the students. He stated that 
“Thinking” is the best way for innovation. Most of the times, complex problems would have simple solutions. He 
encouraged the students to question the status quo, keenly observe the situations and then think ‘out of the box’ – this 
being the way for business innovation.

Art Workshop – Main Bhi Kalakar (I am an artist too) by Ms. Deepali

Ms. Deepali started the art workshop by igniting the artist inside the audience. She set the rules for the class as – 1. 
No rules, 2. Feel free to experiment, 3. Don’t be a perfectionist, 4. Go with the flow and 5. Use your creativity.

She engaged students with various activities that started with drawing a line. Line is the basic element of art. Gradually 
it forms patterns and specific objects. Through lines we can express our inner self and experience calmness , while 
understanding ourselves as an integral part of the outside world and environment.

Fun with Kannada- Gnanmurthy

Mr. Gnanmurthy started his session by wishing students in the kannada language ‘Namaskara’. He insisted students 
to make a note of all the words that he teaches in kannada. Learning kannada would make them love the place where 
they are living in. Mr. Gnanmurthy enthusiastically taught Kannada to students in an interactive way.  

IIC 3 Poster making competition: (Evaluated By Dr. Savitha GR)

The theme of the competition was Booming start-up culture in India. There were 8 submissions for the event. The 
SPOC of IIC introduced the Wenture club to junior students. The jury of the event was Dr Savitha. The participants were 
asked to project the poster and make a presentation on the same where they were allotted 3 minutes. The participant’s 
were - 1. Akshitha Sharma, 2. Anuja, 3. Avinash, 4. Mahek, 5. Sahil Sonkar, 6. Sailesh kumar, 7. Shivani, 8. Smrithi. 

The posters prepared and presented by students mainly revolved around the different start-ups of India, sustainable 
business, idea generation, technology, multiple opportunities, government support etc.

IIC -Poster Presentation : Booming start-up culture in India

Objective: To sensitize student about the start-up culture in India

The theme of the competition was Booming start-up culture in India. There were 8 submissions for the event. The 
SPOC of IIC introduced the Wenture club to junior students. The jury of the event was Dr Santosh Rupa . The partici-
pants were asked to project the poster and make a presentation on the same where they were allotted 3 minutes. The 
participant’s were - 1. Vishal Chhabira, 2. Soni Moolchandani, 3. Aniket Parekh, 4. Sharada S Nair, 5. Aproov Jain, 6. 
Vrinda Kulkarni, 7. Ayush Vardhan Singh, 8. Sakshi Sharma.

The posters prepared and presented by students mainly revolved around the different start-ups of India, sustainable 
business, idea generation, technology, multiple opportunities, government support etc.

Benefits: This competition helped the students to understand the start up ecosystem of the country.

The students also enjoyed bridge course on “Research Tools and Techniques” (Dr. D.N. Murthy), “Marketing in Digital 
Era” (Prof. Satish K V), “Data – The New Gold” (Prof. Ramnath Krishnamoorthy), “Introduction to Case Methodology” 
(Dr. Sonia Mehrotra), “Health and Nutrition” (Mr. Ramesh Agarwal), “Velocity Reading” (Mr. Rupak Shah), UHV – Univer-
sal Human Values (Dr. Anita Pillai and Dr. Jyoti Joshi Pant), “Design Thinking” (Professors Prakash Unakal and Mohan 
Chandra), Health & Nutrition workshop (Dr. Ramesh Agarwal), Session on Etiquettes (Ms. Gayatri Tribhuvan)  and 
enthusiastically participated in reading news paper with Dr. Jai Raj Nair. 
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

The speaker started the session by asking students why 
this topic is a part of the management orientation 
program. She also posed a question to students as to 
how to live in a world with business leaders who don’t 
have self-awareness and societal awareness. It is neces-
sary for all managers to connect with society and under-
stand the purpose of the same.
 
The session sensitized the students on the meaning of 
developing society and surroundings. The speakers 
conveyed the message that sustainable development is 
not done at the cost of future generations or the environ-
ment. The session also briefed about the concept of 
sustainable development goals.

NEEV 2022 also encouraged students to think about self-organization-society (SOS) linkages. 

Theatre Workshop – by Mr. Anand

RE- CREATE

Mr. Anand started his interactive session by asking students “what is theatre?”. Students came up with different 
answers such as it’s a role play/live performance/creativity. His next question was “What is acting?” to which replies 
came such as it is expressing emotions/living a character etc. Mr. Anand then explained the students that we act only 
when we have an audience to watch us. He then encouraged students for several role plays to practice their acting 
skills.  

Decoding Diversity by Dr. Victor John Cordeiro

Dr. Victor John Cordeiro from the Samarthanam Trust spoke on diversity and inclusion, and how Samarthanam Trust 
is working relentlessly towards that. Samarthanam Trust has developed a conceptual and practical framework for the 
inclusion of persons with disabilities in the mainstream workforce.   The Trust was set up in 1997 with a vision and 
mission towards diversity and inclusion.

Inequality comes from – economic and socio-cultural differences. To achieve equality and total inclusion people from 
different minority groups needs to be provided with different skillsets to earn a living. Consequently, Samarthanam 
Trust have taken several practical measures to promote total inclusion. Samarthanam Trust focuses on demand 
driven strategy rather than the supply driven strategy.

Connect with Society –  Ms. Ashwini Katgeri from 
Let’s Tag on.

L-R: Mr. Anand and Students Performing Different Activities
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Theme Article-Neev 2022

All work and no play…..makes everyone dull. Considering the fact NEEV 2022 had various sessions on Zumba, Move-
ment Therapy etc. for the students to energize. 

In the third week of NEEV 2022, the new batch visited several companies in small groups to gain awareness on how 
the organizations function. The companies were – Hafele India Pvt. Ltd., Innovative Retail Concepts Pvt. Ltd. (Big 
Busket), Dovetail Furniture Pvt. Ltd., IKEA, Bosch, Volvo, Analytic Edge Pvt. Ltd. and Natural Remedies.

Mr. Ashwin Menon's discussion focused on the student's 
journey over the next two years. During his session, he 
emphasized the importance of peer learning, internships 
and projects, being job ready, and the need to become 
adept at tools such as Excel and the need to develop 
networking and negotiation skills. The session also 
focused on what areas students should focus on during 
their stay at Welingkar. The PGDM program was divided 
into eight quarters and specific areas of focus were identi-
fied. Additionally, students were encouraged to take 
advantage of the opportunities provided by the institution, 
to participate in prestigious competitions, and to obtain 
relevant certifications.

Mr. Ashwin shared his experience as a student at WeSchool Bengaluru and what could the freshers expect in their 
journey for the next 300 days ! Students asked him various questions regarding campus life, placement opportunities 
etc. which he gladly answered. He encouraged the students to take initiatives for themselves and the society. The 
college management and faculty members would definitely support them in crafting their journey ahead but it’s the 
responsibility of the students towards themselves to become successful in life.   

RE-ENERGIZE

CONNECT WITH ALUMNI 

INDUSTRY IMMERSION

Students Enjoying Zumba, Movement Therapy etc. with the Trainers

Speaker: Mr. Ashwin Menon, Alumni (PGDM Batch 
2013-2015), (AGM Consumer and Product Marketing) 

Vodafone Idea Limited.

Row One L-R: Students at Dovetail Furniture Pvt. Ltd., IKEA Row Two L-R: Students at Volvo, Bosch
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Event | Building Competence in Academic Consulting

Dr. Jyoti Joshi Pant, Centre of Excellence for Consultancy Projects , Date: 11th March, Time: 1:30 - 5:00 pm, In -person 
session at WeSchool Bengaluru Campus 

Organized by: 

Dr. Prakash Singh - Professor, Accounting & Finance, IIM Lucknow 

Dr. Singh has been with IIM Lucknow for more than 16 years and has to his credit multiple consulting assignments in 
private and public sector.

Facilitator:

To augment the consulting skills of our faculty at Bengaluru campus.

Aim and Objective of the session: 

1. How and where to pitch for consulting projects 
2. The proposal writing/ scoping of the project 
3. The execution of a consulting assignment 

Certificates have been given to all the faculty members who completed the program.

The following feedback was received on the program: (Scale 1-5 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest )
1. The content of the FDP was relevant for me 4.375
2. The content of the FDP was comprehensive   4.375
3. The trainer had very strong expertise in the area 4.875
4. The trainer had excellent communication skills and made the workshop very interesting 4.5
5. The trainer was well prepared for the workshop 4.375
6. The overall FDP was excellent - 4.5 

Topics covered:  

L-R: Dr. Anil Rao Paila, Sr. Dean & 
Director – WeSchool Bengaluru and 

Dr. Prakash Singh, Professor, 
Accounting & Finance, IIM Lucknow

Participants Attending Building 
competence in Academic Consulting 

Session

A Group Photograph @ 
Building competence in 

Academic Consulting FDP
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“Great Resignation 2022 – The India Story”, 
(March 22, 3:30 PM – 5:00 PM)

The event started with WeSchool student Nancy introducing the panellists - Ms Shipra Jain, Mr Raghavendra k, Ms 
Apoorva Bapna and Moderator Dr. Jyoti Joshi Pant.

Dr Jyoti Pant, Associate Professor -HR, WeSchool-Spoke about the facts and figures of the great resignation, 2022.

Moderator - Can you give a brief about your journeys as HR?

All the 3 panelists gave a brief about their career trajectory.

Moderator - Great Resignation Impact-How did it effect their work?

Ms Shipra Jain-It had a cascading impact on the stakeholders of the organisation

Ms Apoorva Bapna - In the advertising Industry the dynamics around the employment opportunities completely 
changed.

Empathetic leadership and care for employees stood out
Cross-skill and Up-skill
Organisations started skill development Programmes for employees.
There was a change observed in the employees as well as they were pitching in for another. 

Type of employment has changed/ Dynamics of employment option
Definition of workplace has changed
Competitive salary structure and flexibility at work

Mr Raghavendra K - Resignation is called “the big Quit” and we need to answer 
questions like How, What and Why.

Resignation is as simple as millennial changing phone
It’s about looking for greener pastures
It is observed that artificial shortage is created and there is economic 
demand for jobs.
Need to adapt and be agile
Great Resignation is the re-evaluation by people in employment market
Result of culture of burn out and a broken definition of success
Ubiquitous workplace has become a reality

Moderator - Are we creating transactional Work Environment? How far Organisations are taking care of employees?

Ms Shipra jain - Offering more salaries to attract talent is a vicious cycle and is short lived.

Moderator - In the pandemic, we see a phenomenon YOLO “You Only Live Once”.  In the light of this phenomenon, 
what must organization do to prioritize passion and purpose?

Providing individualized experience to the employees
Employees have been on the watch front to observe their employers from a distance
Emotional bond has gone above between employer and employee.
Focusing on long term career without job hoping and thinking beyond compensation.
Experience employee lifecycle in a company and understand the term “Hire to Retire” 
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Ms Apoorva Bapna – Based on the feedback provided by the employees and also new employee joining in, we felt a 
need for employees to have a sense of belonging. Spoke about promoting different communities in the organisation 
with a purpose such as gender equality, LGBT. This helped us retain such employees who are deeply connected to 
the community and the purpose. A sense of collectivism was developed.

Moderator - Mr Raghu, you have a three decade of HR experience and would like to know what are the phenomenal 
shifts that you observed in different HR function in the pandemic and the great resignation?

Mr Raghavendra K - Change is the only Constant-The new way of working. Job Seeker has become the king. Waste 
stagnation and a domino effect have been created. Companies need to navigate what needs to be done in order to 
retain employees. There has been a shift from “Why are people leaving?” to “How to retain employees?”.

Rapid fire Questions

With the cost of labour being very high in western world, more businesses are coming to India. 
The focus is greater profits; profit at all cost to profit at any cost. Homogeneity vs diversity has resulted into 
some people getting all the attention, a set of people getting over worked therefore resulting into burn out. 
This is the Era of startup and business leadership so the young generation do not think twice before quitting 
their jobs. From the past 8-11 months the number of startup have increased tremendously.

One Moto to be followed/Believed
Good quality Talent 
Adaptability
Being Grounded
Employee are the biggest brand ambassador
Humanisation of work

Advice given to the students

Do not follow a set pattern
Be honest and authentic
Quest for learning and dissenting the same

Some glimpses of the session “Great Resignation 2022 – The India Story”
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The Speaker at the event:-

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE EVENT

“Stock Market Essentials”

The finance Club of Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Bengaluru, Arthakul organized 
an event on “Stock Market Essentials” on Saturday- July 09th, 2022 to enlighten students about the fundamentals of 
the Stock Market and to provide some crucial lessons about investing in the Stock Market. The Event organized by 
Arthakul Club featured participation from more than 40 college students.

The event started by the President of Arthakul, Meharansh Bakshi (Batch 2021-23), giving a hearty welcome speech 
to our guest, professors and students present for the event along with the introduction of our Guest Speaker for the 
event. The President then requested the guest to take over the platform to present and talk about the Stock Market. 
The event began with the speaker’s opening statements regarding stocks and discussion of Stock Market fundamen-
tals. Mr. Mehrwade conducted an interactive session with students by asking questions while also using a on screen 
presentation to illustrate various concepts about the Stock Market.

He started with the discussion about the History of India’s Stock Exchanges and how the country currently has two 
exchanges. He also discussed with us the top two National Stock Exchanges and how their respective metrics are 
used to evaluate the performance of the market. He also shared his thoughts about De-Mat accounts as well as the 
new reforms the government had started for it. He also dispelled certain myths that people have that the Stock 
Market is risky, complicated and a place for gambling. He also provided numerous examples of companies that 
helped students to understand how to make wise investing decision. Additionally, the speaker asked questions from 
the students about the subject and recent events that were making headlines. The event continued with a Q&A 
session where students had the opportunity to clear up any remaining doubts, they had regarding the Stock Market. 
The speaker at last, spoke to us about his application, ‘’stockbyte’’, and how it can help students to gain knowledge 
and learn about investing. He also provided a referral code so that students could access his app’s courses and 
attend webinars free for a year, which will help them with their on-going education.

The event was concluded by a Vote of Thanks proposed by Disha Gowani (Batch 2021-23) on behalf of the Arthakul 
Club to the guest, in-house faculty and to all the students present at the event. The students found it to be an 
extremely informative event and it was a great opportunity for them to learn something new.

Mr. Kishore BS (Mehrwade) - Co-founder and CEO, StockByte
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Union Budget 2022

Sr. No. Events Time

1. Speech by Meheransh 
(President)

5:30 - 5:40 pm

2. Moderator 5:40 - 5:50 pm

3. Speaker 1 5:50- 6:05 pm

4. Speaker 2 6:05- 6:20 pm

5. Q&A Round 6:20- 6:40 pm

6. Vote of thanks by Rupa Ma’am 6:20- 6:40 pm

Event Agenda

The Finance club of Welingkar Institute of Manage-
ment, Bengaluru, Arthkul organized a Panel Discus-
sion on Union Budget 2022 on February 5th, 2022 to 
enlighten the students about the union budget, 
various economic reforms discussed in it and the 
role of budget in economic and industry growth. Over 
80 students from the college participated in the 
informative and insightful event held by the finance 
club.

The Panel of Experts included:

1. CA Vivek Mallya- Independent Director- ONGC Tripura Power and Founder- Vivek Mallya & Co.
2. Vaibhav Maniar- Manager Treasury, Motilal Oswal Home Loans.
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE EVENT

The event started with our president of Finance club, Meharansh Bakshi (batch 2021-23) welcoming the guests and 
setting the stage for the discussion to begin, followed by Ankita Chanda and Sudipta Das of batch 2021-23 introduc-
ing the experts to the students. They then invited the guest speakers to give their initial remarks and their views on 
how this budget aided the economic development of the country.

Our panels were of the view that the government is spending a lot of money. According to them our government is 
spending substantially more than what they are earning— as is the case with most economies. But having said that, 
India’s fiscal deficit is expected to improve next year— from 6.9% of the GDP this year to 6.4% of the GDP next year. 
It’s not a massive improvement and it most certainly doesn’t put us in the safe zone just yet but any progress on this 
front is meaningful considering the extraordinary impact Covid has had on all of us so far.

The speakers believes that the PM Gati Shakti master plan lays a foundation for infrastructural development and 
economic growth for the next 25 years. According to Mr. Vaibhav Maniyar, this is not only essential for the growth of 
traditional industries but will also play a critical role for new-age industries where logistics and supply chain form a 
major part of their operations and cost.

The introduction of Digital Rupee and Tax on virtual asset like cryptocurrencies at 30% was also discussed. The 
Speakers believe that the India’s success in UPI is a good harbinger for Digital Currency success.

The Budget also had major plans in Education and Healthcare with a creation of a Digital University and roll out of 
National Digital Health Ecosystem. The Education sector also saw the introduction of PM E-Vidya scheme.

This discussion was followed by questions from the students. Students asked questions ranging I'm diverse fields  
such as, why any kind of tax relief wasn’t offered on  personal  taxes,  why  HNI’s  move  aboard  if  the  country  offers  
a  vast  scope  of development and expansion, and some clarity on the taxation on the cryptocurrency.

The Budget also saw Introduction of Amrit Kaal, providing a blueprint of the economy for the next 25 years, taking 
India to new heights from India at 75 to India at 100. This was a bold statement and Government needs to thread it 
carefully as it requires a though out plans and goals to be successful.

All in all, India passed through the Covid test with setbacks and lessons learnt. The Post Budget session made that 
point. India got a budget that can steer it to the direction it needs to achieve its lofty dreams. In fact, this year (FY22) 
the GDP is expected to grow at 9.2%. And next year by 8–8.5%.

The event ended with a Vote of Thanks by Mrs. Santosh Rupa for both the Panel of Experts and the organizing 
committee. This event proved to be really informative and helpful for all the participants.
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The Panel included:

Career Prospects in Financial Domain
The Finance club of Welingkar Institute of Management, Bengaluru, Arthkul organized a round table conference on 
Career prospects in finance on May 15, 2022 to enlighten the students about the various roles and job prospects in 
finance domain. Over 40 students from the college participated in the informative and insightful event held by the 
finance club.  

The event started with our president of Finance club, Meharansh Bakshi (batch 2021-23) welcoming the guests and 
setting the stage for the discussion to begin, followed by Sudipta Das (Batch 2021-23) introducing the experts to the 
students. They then invited the guest speakers to give their initial remarks and their views on the current scenario 
and roles or profiles available for the finance domain.

The speakers gave many insights from their own experience regarding the industry and profiles they are working in. 
They asked the students to try to discuss about the business models of different companies amongst each other 
which will help them from the placement and interview perspective. They also taught students about the concept of 
learn, unlearn and relearn. They also told students that if a company is providing a better position then they are 
having higher expectation and the risk is also on higher side. Also they highlighted that on entry level the most impor-
tant thing to consider is learning and not how much are you paid. They advised students to discuss with professors 
regarding any doubts or insights they want and to get some case studies from which they can learn more insights 
about how the industry works.

This discussion was followed by questions from the students. Students asked questions about the why any kind of 
skills they must have other then soft skills to which Mr. Neeraj provided with a list of softwares which they can earn 
and then he derived the focus towards MS EXCEL and others also joined and told how much important it is to learn 
excel. Also students asked about what kind of certifications they can do to develop their profiles and gain knowledge 
and they suggested to do Udemy or coursera courses which are related to the profile they want or of their area of 
interest and not doing certification which are irrelevant to their profile or not do it only for the sake of doing some-
thing and rather learn some relevant skills.

The event ended with a Vote of Thanks by Palak Sethi for the Panel of Experts and the organizing committee. This 
event proved to be really informative and helpful for all the participants.

1. Mr. Bhavesh Sadhnani – Senior consultant Ernst & Young 
2. Mr. Mudit Kalra - Delivery lead, Acuity Knowledge Partners
3. Mr. Neeraj Rathi – Financial Advisor< ICICI Securities
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Wenture Club Quiz Report

Poster, Quiz Questions, and photos are attached below:

The event happened at 4:30pm on 27 April 2022.
All posters and quiz details had already been circulated among various batches and on social media.
Work was divided and delegated among various members of Wenture club.
There were 5 teams from each batch eBiz1, eBiz2, PGDM, BD&I, RBA.
The event started with introduction and Welcome speech by Club Members.
There were 2 rounds based on company taglines, logos around business. 
1st round had 10 points for correct answer and negative 5 for wrong answer along with option to pass a question 
giving 5 bonus points to other team on giving the right answer.
3 teams qualified for round 2 eBiz1, PGDM and BD&I.
2nd round had 10 points for correct answer and no option to pass the question.
The final winner was PGDM and 1st runner up eBiz 1 and 2nd runner up as BD&I.
At the end of quiz gifts were distributed to all participants and group photo sessions conducted.
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“Intellectual Property rights and IP Management for Start-ups”

Date and Time of the Event: 

Event Report for the event “Intellectual Property rights and IP Management for Start-ups”, held via MS Teams on 10th 
July 2022 at 2:30 pm – 4:30 pm.

Speaker:

Dr. Pratima Narayan (Advocate & Mediator, Cofounder 
Techlawlogi Consulting LLP)

Objectives: 

To Understand what intellectual property is and what the process of IP registration entails.

Key Takeaways: 

We learnt about what makes for an “intellectual property”. We also understood the different kinds of intellectual 
properties that we can protect like trademark, patents, and copyrights as well as how managers help in IP Manage-
ment. Next was understanding the process/stages of IP registration in the real world.

Conclusion of the Meeting: 

The last part of the session was a Q&A session where the attendees could clear any confusion they might have had 
after which the session ended with a vote of thanks by a member of the Wenture Committee.

Members Absent: NIL 

NIL

 Start Up Culture Sustainable or Not?

Date and Time of the Event: 

Event Report for the event “Round Table Discussion: Start Up Culture Sustainable or Not?”, held via offline mode in 
Welingkar, Bangalore on the occasion of World Entrepreneurship Day on 21st August, 22 from 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm.

Jury for the Event: 

Dr. Hema Doreswamy, Head of Finance Dept. of Welingkar, Bangalore was the part for whole discussion conducted 
by students.

Objectives: 

To discuss and brainstorm about the ongoing Start Up culture of India and its sustainability in long run.

About the Event:

The whole discussion took place in the guidance of Wenture club Volunteers and Jury. A total of 5 teams were there 
with 4 students in each team. All teams were briefed about the topic beforehand and were given 10 minutes time to 
collate their thoughts for discussion. The whole discussion was divided in three segments, where for the first half an 
hour each team was given the chance to speak either for or against the topic, post that the discussion ground was 
open for all and at last all teams concluded the discussion.

Key Takeaways:

The discussion helped students to deep dive into intricacies of start-up culture in India. Examples like Paytm and 
Byju’s were hot topics of the discussion. There were many facts stated that start Up culture is the need of the hour 
and how India as an economy should not only focus on being aggregator but also try to bring in other innovations 
too. 

Members Absent: NIL
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‘Booming Startups culture in India’

Date and Time of the Event: 

Event report for the event ‘Booming Startups culture in India’ held on classroom on 4th August 2022 at 10:15 AM – 
11:15 AM

Speaker: Mr. Jitendranath Patri

(Growth consultant at Xeno, Owner-Third Eye consulting, Adjunct faculty member of Dyananda Sagar University)

Objectives: 

Should you do startups & raise funds and what are the benefits & learnings of student entrepreneurship

Key Takeaways: 

We learnt about the insights about start-ups. We also understood what are the benefits of student entrepreneurship 
like innovation, creativity, network, proactive as well as what are the learnings student entrepreneur can get such as 
stress, lack of experience, studies & opportunities. We also learnt about what do seed / angel investor look for in an 
entrepreneur. Also, how a start-up can get there raise funding – Bootstrapping, crowdfunding, incubators and Accel-
erator are to name a few.

Conclusion of the Meeting: 

At last it was concluded by giving the 3 opportunities area of 
business from which we can raise funding for such as 
technology, climate environment, human connect and social 
entrepreneurship After this session end up with Q&A where 
the students can clear their queries they might have had. This 
is followed with the vote of thanks by a member of the 
Wenture committee.

Here’s the sneak peak of today’s event

Members Absent: NIL

List of Programs organized by Wenture Club -

Sr. No. Date Event Speaker

1. 23th February 2022 First Meeting of the 
Wenture Club

Dr. Hema Doreswam

2. 6th March 2022 Logo making -

3. 10th March 2022 E-symposium (Building Innovation 
and Entrepreneurial Ecosystem in 

Educational Institutions)

 Mr Sridhar Vembu

6. 10th July 2022 “Intellectual Property rights and IP 
Management for Start-ups”

Dr. Pratima Narayan (Advocate 
& Mediator, Cofounder 

Techlawlogi Consulting LLP)

10. 8th September 2022 Round table discussion: ‘Start Up 
Culture Sustainable or Not?’

Dr. Hema Doreswamy, Head of 
Finance Dept. of Welingkar

7. 16th July 2022 “Institutional Innovation Council 
(IIC)”

CA Rajat Rashmi (Powerful 
choices coach, Founder 
Director, Samwaad - The 

leadership dialogues LLP)

8. 4th August 2022 ‘Booming Startups culture in India’ Mr. Jitendranath Patri (Growth 
consultant at Xeno, Owner-Third 
Eye consulting, Adjunct faculty 

member of Dyananda Sagar 
University)

4. 20th April 2022 Earth day quiz -

5. 27 April 2022 Wenture Club Quiz -

9. 10th August 2022 Poster making competition -
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Sr. No. Events Time

1. Speech by Meheransh 
(President)

5:30 - 5:40 pm

2. Moderator 5:40 - 5:50 pm

3. Speaker 1 5:50- 6:05 pm

4. Speaker 2 6:05- 6:20 pm

5. Q&A Round 6:20- 6:40 pm

6. Vote of thanks by Rupa Ma’am 6:20- 6:40 pm

Event Agenda

The Prakalp Club, mentored by Dr. Jyoti Pant, organized several webinars on recent industry trends, glimpses shared. 

The Panel of Experts included:

1. CA Vivek Mallya- Independent Director- ONGC Tripura Power and Founder- Vivek Mallya & Co.
2. Vaibhav Maniar- Manager Treasury, Motilal Oswal Home Loans.
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•  Free your mind, don't be too rigid in thinking
•  Be a sponge, don't have a one size fits all approach
•  Think through before answering, be clear and precise
•  Speak confidently, do active listening during conversations - don't drift

Get better at soft skills by – 

•  Understand customer business and aspirations
•  Tailor your spiel around benefit to the customer
•  Be Honest. Don't over promise and under deliver

Negotiation skills for sales/purchase function aspirants - 

•  Business=Analysis + Decision Making
•  Business case studies can help sharpen analytical skills
•  Learn to analyse business numbers
•  Get to the heart of the problem
•  Use fishbone diagram of root cause analysis
•  Analysis will lead you to decisions
•  Every decision has a probability associated with it
•  For every plan, have a "if plan A goes right then....." And "if it doesn't, then plan B" approach
•  Do cost benefit on all decisions
•  Recommendations should be logical and fact based. Not subjective

Analytical skills -

CECP: Skills to Learn
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About BD START INC.

About BD START INC.

Start-up Business:

BD Start Inc is the signature event of PGDM-Business Design & Innovation program 
which promotes Ideation & Simulation of the Business models in the sphere of 
operations, finance and marketing strategies.

The 2023 chapter of BD Start Inc features 6 innovative and promising STARTUPS 
representing various industries ranging from FMCG, Healthcare, Education, Food 
and Ecommerce who will pitch their unique value proposition to the esteemed 
industry panelists battle against each other to win the big buck.

Being an interactive event, the Start-ups will pitch their ventures to the panelists in 
return for a virtual funding. The panelists will then give their valuable inputs, 
feedback and ratings which in turn will decide on the amount to be invested. 

Objective: BD Start Inc. is a platform for students to pitch their Start-ups and interact 
with industry experts to gain insights & valuable feedback. With the process of 
ideation & simulation of the business model, operations, finance and marketing 
strategies, each Start-up pitches their unique value proposition to the esteemed 
industry panellists to get virtual fundings. 

Cloud Kitchen is the brand name of Hustler’s Kitchen which has launched its recent 
sub-brand Dough &Toppings. D&T is Indo-Italian Pizza delivery. Its unique menu & 
benefits of cloud kitchen are the key USPs of the business.

1. Hustler’s Kitchen - Dough & Toppings.

• Practical application of the knowledge gained in marketing, operations, finance, design thinking and other academic 
  learnings.
• Helps build business acumen with a learning from doing approach.
• Ignites entrepreneurial spirit and encourages students to conceptualize, materialize and monetize their ideas.
• Makes students competitive and helps differentiate themselves in their careers and industry.

BD
START Inc.
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•  The company has collaborated Italian dish which is pizza with Indian spices. 
•  There are many companies providing different kind of pizza’s but there is always some discrepancy regarding the 
   toppings, crust & the ingredients used in making the dough.

PAIN POINTS:

•  8 to 10 inches pizza combos with discounts and add-ons.
•  Consumer centric and personalized experience is top priority.
•  Rewards and loyalty programs are available.

BENEFITS:

•  Innovative product packaging.
•  Subscription and referral programs are available.
•  Customer engagement through digital and social media presence.

OUTCOMES:

•  Working parents need someone trustworthy to take care for their childern
•  Finding daycare that is trustworthy is hectic job
•  Personalized care for your children is difficult to find.

PAIN POINTS:

•  Nurtury provides one stop online solution for working parents to find a trustworthy daycare for their kids
•  Nurtury also provides a platform for parents to find daycare that treat your children like their own with hyper
   personalization like food preferences for lactose intolerant kids

BENEFITS:

Nurtury is childcare discovery and booking platform providing one stop solution for parents. It is a big market with 
no players so it has big potential. Also, it can become scalable by tying up with corporates. It will make your journey 
for finding a trustworthy and personalized daycare very smooth.

OUTCOMES:

They are a childcare discovery and booking platform intended to provide 
information on day care centers and pre-school across any region. The 
company’s platform aggregates information & provides discovery efficiency, 
decision counselling & easy booking, enabling corporate & retail consumers 
to receive end to end child care support.

2. Nurtury

•  The cost of food and other requirements of pets is expensive. 
•  There is not much innovation found in this Industry & there is lack of credibility & data. 
•  There is also less awareness about availability of pet specific food.

PAIN POINTS:

•  The pet owners can easily get the customized food for their pets and they do not have to worry about the nutrition  
   requirements as they are all balanced meals.

BENEFITS:

One stop shop for all your pet needs. Right from pet infant toys till homemade nutrient 
needs, they have got you covered. Their offerings include Toys, Food with various nutrient 
needs, clothes and a grooming store.

3. Paws & Tails
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The motive is to connect the consumer with kitchen services for particularly pet food & also provide a healthcare 
plan to the pets. The outcomes were that the Team is looking to expand into an experience center.

OUTCOMES:

•  Creating a platform to provide ease of access to caregivers for the customers.
•  There are very few platforms available for immediate care services, home care and personal care services

PAIN POINTS:

•  B2C website to provide ease of access.
•  Marketing through social media, Kiosks/ Booths in Hospital premises.

BENEFITS:

•  High emphasis is laid on Care givers and their training if needed for building trust.
•  Regular feedback of the quality of service is taken from the user to track the progress.

OUTCOMES:

Bliss is e commerce gift aggregator that will help you with gift packaging with thoughtful designs at the same time 
it gives you sustainable packaging option according to your preferences as well as according to occasion

OUTCOMES:

Provides home nursing services keeping in mind the fast-paced lives of 
today’s working professionals, making it difficult for them to find trusted 
nursing partners for medical emergencies. Nurse-Cure is first step in bridging 
and organizing this sector which currently un-organized.

4. Nurse-Cure

•  Customers need one stop solution for buying and packaging and delivering gifts
•  Gift packaging is harmful for environment so there was need for sustainable packaging
•  Certain gift items become like cakes become more impactful with thoughtful packaging 

PAIN POINTS:

•  Bliss provides one stop solution for gifting ecosystem
•  With help of seed paper material and mushroom packaging it provides a sustainable gift packaging solution.
•  Bliss has partnered with Indian artisans to provide thoughtful designs and make gifting a delightful experience
•  Different packaging options for male and female are available
•  Bliss also provides different packaging option for different festivals 

BENEFITS:

Bliss is an online gifting platform that will create an enhanced gifting ecosystem and 
provide a one-stop solution to make gifting an informed, hassle-free, and delightful experi-
ence while re-evaluating the packaging so we can better serve our customers and the 
environment.

5. Bliss

Deliver best in class lectures to our students and constantly upgrading their knowledge 
with our various social media communication channels. The primary customers are 
college students and freshers who have just started working in an organization.

6. Financiio
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•  Open students DMAT account and encourage them to start investing in the market which will help them achieve  
    financial independence.
•  An Email and telephone line dedicated to our students for solving their doubts on a personal level.

OUTCOMES:

•  Designing the module and cross verifying the data.
•  Marketing expenses which mainly include digital marketing.
•  There is a high need of financial literacy among people, so it is essential to train them in this regard.

PAIN POINTS:

•  Train and guide a set of students in Finance related aspects.
•  Conduct various quizzes and surprise test to check the students' performance.

BENEFITS:
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The inauguration of the WeMarketers club was a truly enriching and enlightening experience. The event was graced 
by a number of  industry veterans who shared their insights and made students ready to take on the marketing world. 
The event started with Vrinda (Student, WeSchool) singing the invocation song for the Saraswati Vandana which was 
followed by lighting the lamp and inaugurating the marketing club logo. The guest speakers were Dr. Madhavi 
Lokhande, Director in charge – WeSchool Bengaluru, Mr. Satish N.S, Mr. Vivekanand Venugopal, Mrs. Priyanka Sethi, 
Mr. Swaminathan Krishnan, Dr. Ashish Chandra, Mr. Sathish Kantharaj and our very own alumni Mr. Sankalp Singh. 
The event was concluded with the previous president of the marketing club Mr. Sankalp Singh handing over the 
baton to the new presidents Ayush Vardhan Singh, Twinkle Shaw, Samveg Handa and Surabhi followed by thanking 
our guests for their time and a prize distribution ceremony for the creative minds of the club.
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On 27th January 2023, under the Sigmato the operation club of 
Welingkar Bengaluru, a round table conference on topic Job 
requirements and soft landing happened. In this conference 
Ayushi Khera, Shivendu Sinha, Vinay Nayak, Debangana 
Bhattacharjee, Pritom Shiva Dihingia, Kartik Kumar Patro and 
Sandeep Hari took part and provided valuable insights to 
operations students.

During the conference following points were discussed by 
respective speakers,

• Ayushi Khera: Ayushi talked about the importance of Excel   
  and related tools in the corporate world to achieve soft   
  landing in the respective careers.

• Shivendu Sinha: Shivendu started with his journey and spoke 
  about the importance of domain knowledge that we learned  
  from MBA curriculum.

• Vinay Nayak: Vinay about the clarity anyone should have 
 before joining the corporate and told students to work  
 towards that to build the career they want. He also mentioned 
 that there is no such soft landing and facing difficulties in the 
 beginning of career is important in learning point of view.

• Debangana Bhattacharjee: Debanganna shared her experience with Deloitte USI. She guided students through 
  difficulties she faced during her career. She also mentioned about the importance of Excel and other respective 
  tools in corporate world.

• Pritom Shiva Dihingia: Pritom shared his experience with Infosys and explained about the importance of soft skills 
  in corporate.

• Kartik Kumar Patro: Kartik started with his journey and told students that having knowledge of other practices like 
  Filing ITR, awareness about company policies also matters with domain knowledge for achieving soft landing in 
  corporate.

• Sandeep Hari: Sandeep shared the importance of hands on experience and forming of network in the corporate 
  world for achieving Soft and landing.

Sigmato club the Operations Club of Welingkar Bengaluru.
ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE

SUBJECT: JOB REQUIREMENTS AND SOFT LANDING.
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Event | Operations Club 
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For this event Our Department 
head Prof. Dakshina Murthy Sir, 
Prof. Ramesh Murthy and Prof. 
Alex Nero was present.

During this event, Anjali Shukla 
(PGDM 21-23 Batch) conducted 
event with anchoring and at the 
end Abhijeet Suparkar concluded 
event with the vote of thanks.

Glimpse of Conference event held 
on 27th Jan 2023:



Faculty Achievements

Awarded as Star Faculty – Business Management  by M.S.Ramaiah foundation for his 
contribution to Management education

Dr. D N Murthy
Dean – Marketing & Research, WeSchool

Awarded for excellence in contribution to management education by the Higher Educa-
tion Forum. President – IMA Bangalore Chapter (since July 2021).
 
National Vice President – Homepreneurs Council, Women’s India Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (WICCI).

Dr. Madhavi Lokhande
Director in Charge – WeSchool Bengaluru Campus

Received “Abhinandana Women Achievers Award”, organized by Bangalore Education 
Trust, 2021.

Dr. Sonia Mehrotra
Professor & Head - Centre of Excellence for Case Development

Received Patent for Wearable Multi-Sensory Personal Safety and Tracking Gadget  and 
IoT Intelligence Waste Management System 

Dr. Kiran G
Associate Professor - Marketing

Received patent for an invention titled "Systematic Framework for Embedding the 
Concept of Augmented Reality into Digital Marketing and Monitoring its Benefits" in the 
field of invention in Digital Marketing by The Indian Patent Office, India

Prof. Ragesh T S
Assistant Professor – Business Analytics
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Student Achievements

Prasad Vallabh Mulay, Rahul 
Guwalani & Vidushi Kumar of 
WeSchool Bengaluru - the 
winners of Pitch Tank

Muskan Singhania secured 
2nd position at  Karnataka 
Business Plan Competition 
2022, organized by XIME

Pranav Anand-Winner Best 
Manager Category  at Jain 
University Fest-2023 

WeSchool students at 
Malardalein University, 
Sweden

Kasturi Dash: Winner 
solo singing at SIBM 
Bengaluru annual fest 
Revelation’23 
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MARCH 8

WOMEN’S DAY

Celebrations

International women's day was celebrated at 
the campus on 8th March 2022, with WeSchool 
Library displaying books on renowned women 
leaders and an our long program where the 
employees and students shared their views on 
womanhood, history of International Women’s 
day and their memorable interactions with 
women from various strata in life.  
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Independence Day

The 75th year of Independence was celebrated at our campus with much enthusiasm  in the presence of students, 
faculty members and staffs and invited corporate guests. The flag hoisting took place at 8.30 am followed by cultural 
performance by the students.  
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The WeSchool Bengaluru Rotaract Club organised an engaging program on the occasion of Teacher’s Day on 5th 
September 2022. Students performance was followed by various games for the faculty members and staffs.   

TEACHER’S
DAY

Happy
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